COVER
FAQs
Question:
As a CSM partner, do I need to fill out a partner application for every project that
requires financing through the COVER program?
Answer:
No. The CSM partner is only required to fill out a partner application once. Then, for
every project thereafter, the end customer application is the only requirement

Question:
As a CSM partner, when do I receive the payment for a project?
Answer:
Upon installation of the project at 100% (so there is no credit risk)

Question:
As an end customer, can I finance more than the CSM sound masking parts and labor
involved in a project? For example if I am getting a new AV system for my conference
room along with sound masking, will I be able to finance everything through
Advantage+, or just the CSM sound masking related items and labor?
Answer:
Yes, any and all other equipment associated with a CSM sound masking project or
installation can be financed through the COVER program.

Question:
How long are the finance terms?
Answer:
From 24 – 60 months

Question:
How long does it take to get a decision regarding the finance approval?
Answer:
Within 24 – 48 hours
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Question:
Is there a prepayment penalty?
Answer:
No, there is no prepayment penalty

Question:
Who will take care of all the paperwork for both the CSM partner and the end
customer?
Answer:
Advantage+ will take care of all the paperwork, underwriting and approvals

Question:
Where is this financing program available?
Answer:
Anywhere nationwide

Question:
During my financing process, if I have questions who should I contact?
Answer:
Please contact Deanne Schneider with Advantage. She can be reached via:
Email: dschneider@advantageleasing.com
Phone: 800-949-7040 ext. 124
Fax: 262-361-3837
Web: www.advantageleasing.com
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